Editor’s Speak
(Reader’s Special)

This is a special issue. It is completely dedicated to our readers.
Ever since the inception of this journal which completes 2 years of successful publication with this
issue, we have been dedicating each issue to a specific topic. Our attempt was to make each issue into a
monographic collection, of the latest reviews, along with original articles by stalwarts in the field. Our
website www.aijoc.com is also fully functional, and with that, we started receiving numerous submissions
from our readers. Many of them were not specific to our proposed topics, and hence, we decided to get
all the submissions peer reviewed, and compile an issue just for our readers.
Taking things a step further, we invited members of our editorial and peer-review board to give their
editorial inputs for articles with which they may have had some experiences, and you will notice that
some of our submissions have editorial inputs at the end of the manuscript. This was a further attempt to
learn as much from each case report or manuscript and share the experience of our editorial board with
everyone. There has been no attempt to dilute the content of the submitted manuscript; but simply to
enhance the learning experience from it.
Our subsequent issues will again be dedicated to specific topics, as before, but we would like to take
this opportunity to thank our readers and editorial board for their wonderful cooperation. This is a fine
celebration of 2 years of successful publication for a journal which is ‘for’ the readers and now even ‘by’
the readers!
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